Depth of anesthesia index using cumulative power spectrum.
Over the last ten years, monitors of depth of anesthesia have progressively been integrated in the clinical practice. Based on the analysis of the electroencephalogram (EEG), these monitors deliver an index that helps the anesthesiologist to determine the state of the patient during the surgery. Although they employ different kind of algorithms, spectral parameters are always taken into account to achieve the final indexes. In this work, a new spectral parameter based on the cumulative power spectrum is proposed. When compared to the Spectral Edge Frequency (SEF), a classic spectral parameter, the Cumulative Power Spectrum Index (CPSI) presents a higher correlation with reference indexes (AAI, BIS and CePROP) and a higher prediction probability of the state of the patient. Furthermore, when compared to the reference indexes, the CPSI shows similar performances in terms of correlation and presents a higher prediction probability than two of them (BIS and CePROP).